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Lesson #R1 Dreams & Dream Thieves         Time: 50 minutes 
 
 
     
 

Overview 
Young people have ideas for their future.  They will often reply to adult queries about dreams with: “I want to go to college,” “I want 
to be a doctor,” or “I want to have a big house and two nice cars.” However, their daily actions may not be leading to their dreams. 
This disconnect is an indicator that 1) young people are not actually motivated by the dreams they speak of, or 2) they don’t have a 
realistic sense of what it takes to pursue and accomplish their dreams, or 3) they don’t really see themselves as capable of doing what 
it takes to pursue and accomplish their dreams, and/or 4) they are overwhelmed by, or completely thwarted by, the various barriers 
that threaten their dreams.  
 
Young people are better equipped to intentionally and effectively pursue their dreams when they are encouraged to articulate their 
dreams and the plans for achieving their dreams as well.  Skilled mentors need to take the time to understand the specific dreams that 
young people hold and some of the obstacles that they are experiencing in pursuit of them.   
 
Note:  Please read through this lesson carefully beforehand.  Sometimes deep conversations emerge during the “reality check”; be sure 
your group has created a sense of trust and safety before pursuing. 
 

Goals   
1. Identify career dreams & unpack dreams.   
2. What does it take? Identify links to grades, attendance, H.S. graduation, post-HS training or education. 
3. Face the reality of circumstances.  “Expose truths.” What makes youth want to close their eyes? 
4. Identify dream thieves and how to make dreams louder. 

 

Objectives  
By participating in this lesson, young people will: 

FOR GROUPS
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1.   Articulate personal dreams and feel incentivized to explore steps to achieve them.     
2.   Understand & identify Dream Thieves. 
3.   Identify specific steps to avoid/overcome Dream Thieves. 
4.   Identify strengths and resources in order to develop plans for progress towards goals.  

 

Anchor Vocabulary 
• Deferred - withheld 
• Dream - a visionary creation of the imagination 
• Dream Thief - people, choices and actions that tend to distort, sabotage, or rob young people of their dreams or goals 
• Forgiveness - to give up feelings of resentment 
• Goal - the end point of a directed effort 
• Tolerance - accepting of beliefs or practices different from one’s own 
• Vision - a thought or concept formed by the imagination 

 

Handout 
• Dreams and Visions Handout1 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
Developed by L.I.P with support from Thrive Foundation for Youth. Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommerial-Share Alike 3.0. U.S. License. 2010. This 
document can be shared and adapted by users for educational, non-commercial purposes. 
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Lesson Outline                                                           Lesson Description 

ENROLL 
(5 min) 

Quote of the 
Day stimulates 
reflection 
about subject 

Quote written on board or flipchart. Facilitator greets youth as they arrive, encouraging a sense of 
belonging.  
 
Facilitator encourages quiet reflection and then discussion about the quote.  The purpose of the 
discussion is to value and lift up dreams.  
Quote:  “Without vision, people perish.” 
 

EXPERIENCE  
(15 min) 

Dreams called 
out by youth 
and what is 
needed to get 
there 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ask young people to call out their future employment or life dreams, and list their responses on a 
 board or flipchart in no particular order.  Leave enough room to add a sentence to the right of each  
 response.    Note:  Do not censor responses.  
   
 Once the list is complete, organize similar careers together (e.g.,  
 medical careers, athletes, entertainers) by simply drawing a line around the similar dreams. 
  
 Discuss with youth what’s needed to make these dreams a reality.  
Select a career and together with youth, map out the necessary requirements.  Do this exercise with a 
couple of professions.   
Examples include: 
• Doctor - 4 years of High School, 4 years college, 8 years of medical school; good grades.  
• Basketball Player - 4 years of High School, at least one year of college (for scouting); C average 

for college; exceptional skills/discipline; and a back-up plan. 
• Construction worker - job training, certification, GED, High School diploma. 
• Facilitator – share your personal story. 
• Hustler/Pimp etc.  
      Note: Inevitably, youth will call these occupations out. Do not ignore these comments, but 
      rather, ask youth to define what it is and what it will take to get there.  What skills do they  
      need? What education?  Is the occupation sustainable with higher probability of  
      incarceration, horrible diseases or death?  Say: Later we will explore our moral compass as 
      it relates to our dreams.  
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Dream  
Back-Up Plans 
discussed 

 

• Mother/Father - ask for a timeline.  When in her/his life?  What does the youth want to be able to 
provide for her/his child? How does one get to this place of being able to provide?…etc. 

 
 Say: 
• Most successful plans have a fallback or backup plan.  
• For instance, as a professional athlete, what happens if you break a leg, on or off the field?  Most 

athletes need knowledge and skills outside of their athletic talents (e.g. entertainment or 
business) to support them when their athletic career is over. 

• A rapper needs a plan until he is discovered, as well as a plan after the career slows down. 
LEARN & 
LABEL 
(10 min) 
 

 
Dream 
&Vision 
definitions 
discussed 

 Facilitator passes out the Dreams and Visions Handout and asks young people to read the 
 dream and vision definitions.   
  
 Facilitator encourages young people to discuss the meanings.  Additional prompts for conversation 
will allow young people to develop a deeper understanding of these terms.  
Say (Prompts): 
• What is the difference between a dream and a vision?  Do you need both?  Why/why not?  

(One answer: Dreams might be still in a “sleepy” state, while vision is the ability to plan with 
imagination and wisdom to reach the dream.)  
What purpose do dreams and vision have in life?  How can they impact you? 

• How does the combination of imagination and wisdom help with a dream? 
 
Explain some answers: 
• Imagination is bigger than today; it doesn’t exist yet.   
• Wisdom grounds an idea in reality and gives you logical steps to get there.   
• For example, you can have a vision to be a doctor (using your imagination), but wisdom will 

help you implement the steps to get there.  Wisdom will help you decide to be something else if 
you can’t stand blood…or cannot succeed in science. Wisdom will also enable you to work 
harder – to persevere – and to succeed even when things get challenging. 

Ask: 
• Do dreams remain the same or change during one’s life? What about visions? Why/why not? 
Facilitator asks youth to reflect on Dreams & Visions Handout questions and write down a summary 
of that reflection.  
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LEARN & 
LABEL 
(15 min) 
 

Reality Check 
Begins 

 
 

Say: 
• Now I want you to call out the things that could “steal” your future employment or life dreams. 
• We call these stealers the “dream thieves.” Examples include: gangs, friends that lead to danger; 

drugs, alcohol, unaddressed anger, fear or pain, family, dropping out of school, bad behavior, “I 
don’t care” attitude.   

After dreams and dream thieves are brainstormed, facilitator points out that no one mentioned “drop 
out of school,” “go to jail,” or “die early” as dreams for their future. 
Lead a discussion on dream thieves, using these questions and prompts from youth: 
Ask: 
• How many people in your life do you know who are living their dream? What do you think got 

in their way? 
• Do you think that most of the people in prison didn’t have a dream, or was it stolen? Explain. 

• Do you think most people who are achieving their dream just fell into it? Was it an accident?  
Explain. 

• How is it that so many people from our community, family, and friends end up so far away from 
their dreams? 

• How do we learn from their mistakes? 

REFLECT 
(5 min) 

Conclusions 
drawn.  

Quote: “Don’t be afraid to close your eyes & dream; but you have to open your eyes to see.” 
 
Facilitator posts quote for reflection and asks for youth interpretations.  
 
Close with saying: 
• I want to help you all decide you will not dream thieves in this setting.  
• And please be open to reminders of your dreams. (This can be used daily, weekly etc.) 

 

More Options:  Youth draw and label their “Day in the Life of a Dream”— ten years out.  They create a movie name, 
genre, actors, theme song or story.  


